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Installation Instructions 
6F-WSC 

6x6 Floating Wall Mount Single Cubic Pergola Kit 

Pergola Kits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WARNING: If the information in these instructions is not followed exactly, weakening or failure of the erected 
structure may result causing property damage, personal injury, or loss of life. 

All brackets designed and sold by RioOutdoors.com are to be used for building pergolas only and are not to be used for 
other structure construction purposes. 

• Thoughtfully engineered 
Brackets eliminate all wood-
joinery skills requirements. 

• Skills required: leveling 
ground, drilling pilot 
holes, and driving lag 
screws into lumber. 

• Easy lift and place U-
channels eliminate need 
for lifting equipment. 
Super-easy assembly 
work. 

• Self-aligning design 
squares up structure 
automatically. 

• Estimated Assembly 
Time is less than 1-hour 
(not including deck). 
 

Figure 1: Items included in the kit, ( 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄

). 

Items not included in this kit: wood, tools, some hardware. 
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Proper pilot hole diameter and hole depth for various lag screws and wood types 

Lag Screw Type Wood Type Pilot hole drill diameter and hole depth 

¼” X 1-1/4” Lag Screw 

McMasterCarr.com SKU 92351A546 

Soft Wood 3/32” drill bit diam., 1-1/4” depth 

Hard Wood 3/16” drill bit diam., 1-1/4” depth 

3/8” X 3” Lag Screw 

McMasterCarr.com SKU 92351A636 

Soft Wood 11/64” drill bit diam., 3” depth 

Hard Wood ¼” drill bit diam., 3” depth 

A properly sized pilot hole must be drilled before you attempt to drive lag screws into any pergola lumber member. 
See Table, below. Driving lag screws into lumber, without first drilling a pilot hole, can prevent the lag screw from 
driving fully into the wood or can lead to crack formation while driving the lag screw in, or later, as the wood dries 
naturally. This can result in a weakened pergola structure. 
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 GENERAL INFORMATION 

1.1 SAFETY AND WARNING INFORMATION 

1.1.1 Building Permit & Inspection Requirements 
We recommend that you consult with your local building permit office and obtain advice and any required building permits and 
inspection approvals from the local building inspection department or the local authority over building codes.  

1.1.2 Other Cautions 
CAUTION: Adhere to all safety requirements. Wear safety glasses/goggles when working. Wear safety gloves 
when handling brackets, hardware, and lumber. Wear hearing protection when using a circular saw, miter 
saw, table saw, or hammer dril l.  

INSTALLER: Leave this manual with the consumer. CONSUMER: Retain this manual for future reference.  
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1.2 TOOLS REQUIRED 
Listed below, are common tools required for pergola projects. These tools are not included in this kit. Your pergola project may 
not require all tools. Select and acquire the tools for your project from the “Required for” column in this table. 

Description Tool Purpose Required for Reference Image 

Tape 
Measure 

Measure and verify 
lengths. All pergola types 

 

Framing 
Level Verify Level/Plumb All pergola types 

 

Hammer 
Drill 

Drill holes in concrete 
pads or concrete 

footing for securing 
floor anchor brackets. 
Drill pilot holes for lag 

screws. 

All pergola types 

 

Ratchet 
Socket 
Driver 

Drive lag screws into 
Pergola lumber 

members. 
All pergola types 

 

7/16” Hex 
Socket 

Drive ¼” X 1-1/4” Hex 
Hd. lag screws. All pergola types 

 

9/16” Hex 
Socket 

Drive 3/8” X 3” Hex Hd. 
lag screws. 

Raftered pergola (single, 
dual, quad headers) 

 

3/32” Drill 
Bit 

Drill pilot holes for ¼” 
lag screws in soft 

wood. 
All pergola types 

 

11/64” Drill 
Bit 

Drill pilot holes for 3/8” 
lag screws in soft 

wood. 

Raftered pergola (single, 
dual, quad headers) 

 

½” X 4” 
Masonry 
Drill Bit 

Drill ½” X 2” deep holes 
in concrete pads or 
concrete footings. 

Surface Mount styled 
pergola 

 

#2 Phillips 
Screwdriver 

Bit 

Attaching pergola 
rafter ties to rafters 

and headers. 

Raftered pergola (single, 
dual, quad headers) 

 

Circular 
Saw/Miter 

Saw 

Cut headers to length; 
cut rafters to length. All pergola types 

 

Jig Saw Cut rafter tail designs. Raftered pergolas Image not available. 

Crescent 
Wrench 

Tighten down nut on 
concrete anchors. FLOATING Pergolas Image not available. 

Hammer Various. All pergola types.  
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1.3 CONTENTS OF KIT # 6F-WSC 
The contents of this kit are shown in the table, below. Before you begin your project, take an inventory of all items that you 
received from us. If any items are missing, contact us directly via email at info@RioOutdoors.com. Include your name and 
shipping address and your order number, if available. We will respond within 24 hours with a resolution to your problem.  

Item SKU #, Description Item Qty Item Image 

6x6 Post-Top/Floor 2-way Elbow Bracket 

SKU# 6C2L 
4 

 

6x6 Wall Mount Bracket 

SKU# 6WM 
4 

 

¼ x 1-1/4” Lag Screw 64 

 

1.4 OPTIONAL DECK SUPPORT BEAM BRACKETS  
If you wish to build a wooden deck as the floor for your floating pergola, you may wish to use our deck beam support brackets, 
SKU #24BS. This bracket can support 2x4 or 2x6 beams. You can order the required number of brackets at RioOutdoors.com. 

Deck Beam Support Brackets (Qty 2 every 24”) 

RioOutdoors.com SKU# 24BS 

6 for 8 ft. 

8 for 10 
ft. 

10 for 12 
ft. 

 

  

mailto:info@RioOutdoors.com
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1.5 LIST OF MATERIALS THAT YOU WILL SUPPLY, OR ARE RECOMMENDED 
This is the list of required materials which are not included in this kit. You will acquire these items locally for your project. Use 
this table to help you calculate your total project budget. 

Item Description Item Qty 
Item 
Cost 
($) 

Total 
Item 
Cost 
($) 

Item Image 

6x6 Post Lumber (You 
determine length) 2    

6x6 Header Lumber (You 
determine length) 3    

6x6 Floor Floating Lumber 
(You determine length) 3    

¼” X 1-1/4” x 7” Wood 
Shims One Pack   

 

     

Landscape weed control 
fabric As Required   NA 

Tape, for marking drill bit 
depth 2”   NA 

Grand Total Cost ($)  NA 
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1.6 FLOATING SYSTEM 

1.6.1 What is a floating system? 
Floating means that the vertical posts for the pergola are secured to 6x6s that are laid on the ground and floating; employing 2-
way elbow brackets to secure the posts to the floating floor 6x6s. You may choose to create a wooden deck within the pergola 
walls. To do so, you must add 2x6 beams every 24” to support the deck boards. You may toenail the 2x6 beams in place or 
choose an easier and more precise mounting method using our Beam Support Brackets (SKU# 24BS, available at 
RioOutdoors.com).  
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1.6.2 Floor Leveling and Preparation. 
Plan to assemble a floating wall mount pergola against a wall where you can excavate and create a level platform, at least, the 
overall outer dimensions of the pergola. If soil type is sandy, soft, or wet, you must consider adding concrete blocks or pier blocks 
under corners of pergola to prevent sinking into soil. 

1. Excavate enough dirt to create a flat and level platform. 
2. Spray Roundup weed killer herbicide on the excavated area to prevent weed growth inside your pergola area.  
3. Lay thick weed control fabric over the entire pegola platform. Overlap the fabric at least 6 inches where they join. Use U-

shaped  lanscaping fabric nails to anchor the fabric to the ground. 

Alternatively, you can excavate deeper, about 3 inches, lay the weed control fabric at the bottom and fill the excavated 
area on top of the fabric with gravel up to your desired height.  
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1.7 PERGOLA SIZING MAP 
We have designed the corner elbow brackets to provide automatic squaring and alignment of the floating 6x6s. By following 
the instructions properly and securing the 6x6s to the elbow brackets as instructed, you will achieve a perfectly squared 
floating deck base for your pergola. All you have to do is determine the size you desire for the length and width of your 
pergola. 

We recommend a maximum header length of 16 feet for 6x6 headers. Before you start assembly, study the table, below, 
and determine the length of the bottom 6x6s you will need. 

 

 

 

  
Lengths of Floating 

Members Outside Dimensions 
DIM 

A(in.) 
DIM B 
(in.) 

DIM C 
(in.) 

DIM D 
(in.) 

96 96 107 1/2 102 
120 120 131 1/2 126 
144 144 155 1/2 150 
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1.8 SIDE ELEVATION DIAGRAM 
Based on the height of the post used, the diagram below provides the side elevation profile for this pergola system.  

POST HEIGHT DIM A DIM B 
96 96 92.5 

108 108 104.5 
120 120 116.5 
132 132 128.5 
144 144 140.5 

Dim A, above, is the height of the post used. Dim B is the inner ceiling height of the pergola. Dim B is measured to the bottom 
surface of the header member.  
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1.9 PLANNING THE ASSEMBLY WORK 
Follow these steps in sequence to assembly this wall-mount floating pergola. Refer to individual instructions on how to install 
each bracket. 

1. Assemble the three floor lumber members, the two corner 2-way elbow brackets and the wall-mount brackets. See section 
1.10. 

2. Move the floating floor assembly against the wall to its intended location.  

3. Level the floating assembly and support the four corners using concrete blocks or gravel so it remains level.  
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4. Secure the wall-mount brackets to the wall using appropriate 3/8” hardware. See section 1.14.  

5. Install the two posts and secure them to the corner 2-way elbow brackets. See Section 1.11.  
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6. Install the two post-top 2-way elbow brackets and secure them to the posts. See section 1.12. 

7. Install the header between the two posts and secure it to the post-top 2-way elbow brackets. See section 1.13.  
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8. Raise and place one post to wall header on the open U-channel on one post. 
9. Raise opposite end of the header up until it is level. Mark the bottom and side profiles of the header on the wall.  

10. Remove the header and set on the ground. 
11. Align one wall-mount bracket with the marks you made on the wall. 
12. Secure the wall-mount bracket to the wall using appropriate 3/8” hardware. 
13. Repeat the same procedures and mount the second wall-mount bracket to the wall. 
14. Place one header between each post top and the wall. 
15. Secure the headers to the post top 2-way elbow brackets and the wall-mount brackets using ¼ X 1-1/4” Lag Screws per 

instructions in section 1.14. 
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1.10 ASSEMBLING FLOOR CORNER 2-WAY ELBOW BRACKETS 
1. Starting in one corner, slide one 2-way elbow over two adjacent 6x6s so the U-channels in the 2-way elbow bracket wrap 

over the 6x6s.  

2. Place two shims under each 6x6 near the 2-way elbow. 
3. Push 2-way elbow bracket downward until the horizontal part of the U-channels touch the 6x6 top surfaces. 
4. Slide 6x6s all the way in towards the center square tube in the 2-way elbow bracket.  
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5. Wrap a piece of electrical tape around the drill bit, spaced 1-1/4” from the drill bit tip. This will act as a hole depth 
indicator when you drill each pilot hole. Pilot holes should be drilled at least 1-1/4” deep. A little bit deeper is acceptable 
but do not drill less than the required 1-1/4” depth.  

6. Drill 3/32 X 1-1/4” pilot holes through the lower holes in the U-channel’s sides, on both visible and not visible sides. Only 
use the lower holes to anchor the floor 6x6s to the U-channels.  
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7. Drive one ¼” X 1-1/4” lag screw through the pilot holes you drilled.  

8. Repeate steps 6 and 7 for the other side of both U-channels. 
9. Repeat Steps 6 to 8 for the other corner. 
10. Remove all shims from under the 6x6s. 
11. Tap top of 6x6s with a hammer to settle the 6x6s into the ground fabric. 
12. Using a 4 foot framing Level, check top surfaces of all 6x6s to see if they are level. Use shims as you see necessary to level 

all three 6x6s that are sitting on the ground.  
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1.11 POSTS INSTALLATION 
1. Slide a 6x6 post inside the open vertical tube in all four corners’ 2-way elbow bracket. 
2. Identify the 5/16” holes in the inner faces of the 2-way elbow’s vertical tube. Drill 3/32” X 1-1/4” pilot holes in the center of 

all four 5/16” holes. 

3. Drive one 1/4x1-1/4” lag screw through each pilot hole you drilled and tighten down using a ratchet and 7/16” socket. 

 

4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 at all corners. Check top of floor 6x6 for level on more time and adjust as necessary to maintain level.  
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1.12 POST-TOP BRACKETS INSTALLATION 
1. Slide a 2-way elbow bracket’s tube over the 6x6 post top after aligning the header receiver u-channels in the proper 

directions. Let gravity work and pull the bracket all the way down on top of the post. 

 
 

2. Identify the four 5/16” holes which are on the sides of the gussets in the bracket.  
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3. Wrap a piece of electrical tape around the drill bit, spaced 1-1/4” from the drill bit tip. This will act as a hole depth indicator 
when you drill each pilot hole. Pilot holes should be drilled at least 1-1/4” deep. A little bit deeper is acceptable but do not 
drill less than the required 1-1/4” depth. 

 

 

4. Drill 3/32” X 1-1/4” deep pilot holes at the center of four 5/16” Holes. Locate pilot holes at the center of each 5/16” 
hole. 
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5. Drive one ¼ x 1-1/4” Hex Lag Screw through each 5/16” hole into the pilot holes you drilled in step 4, using a 7/16” 
Socket and Rachet driver. Tighten down each screw.  

 
6. Repeat steps 1 through 5 for each post top bracket. 
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1.13 6X6 HEADERS INSTALLATION 
1. Lift and place one 6x6 header into the U-channels of adjacent post-top bracket.  

2. Locate the two 5/16” holes on each vertical face of the U-channels holding the 6x6 header. Drill 3/32” X 1-1/4” 
deep pilot holes at the center of four 5/16” Holes. Locate pilot holes at the center of each 5/16” hole.  

Figure 2: Place one header 6x6 in U-channels. 
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3. Drive one ¼ x 1-1/4” Hex Lag Screw through each 5/16” hole into the pilot holes you drilled in step 8, using a 7/16” 

Socket and Rachet driver. Tighten down each screw. 

4. Repeat steps 1-3 for the remaining 3 headers.  
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1.14 WALL MOUNT BRACKET AND HEADERS INSTALLATION 
The horizontal distance between the two wall mount brackets will be equal to DIM A (See Section 1.5.2) that you decided 
upon. 
The vertical distance from the ground level up to the bracket must be measured and determined after you have installed the 
post-top 2-way elbow brackets. The bottom surface of the wall mount bracket should be level with bottom surface of the U-
channel which will receive the header running from the post-top 2-way elbow bracket to the wall mount bracket. The same 
applies for the floating floor supporting members and the wall mount brackets for those floating members. 

1. Mark the location of both the top headers and lower floating members wall mount brackets on the wall. Mark a 
horizontal line which will align with the wall mount bracket’s U-channel bottom surface and mark a vertical line which 
will align with one vertical face of the wall mount bracket’s U-channel. 

2. The type of wall material will determine the type of fastener you must use to attach the wall mount bracket to the wall. 
For walls with siding on top of plywood sheathing, consider an expandable toggle anchor. For masonry walls, consider 
using a steel stud anchor for concrete. Note that the mounting holes in the wall mount bracket are 7/16” diameter and 
are designed to use a 3/8” diameter bolts. Use an appropriately sized anchor solution. 

  

Expandable toggle anchor 
McMastercarr.com SKU #97121A059 
or another alternative 

Steel stud anchor for concrete 
McMasterCarr.com SKU #92188A200 
or another alternative 
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3. Mount the wall mount brackets to the wall using appropriate fasteners.  

4. Lift and place a proper length header in the U-channels in the post-top 2-way elbow bracket and the adjacent wall 
mount bracket.   
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5. Drill 3/32” x 1-1/4” pilot holes in the center of all 5/16” diameter holes which are predrilled in the side faces of the U-
channels in the post-top 2-way elbow bracket and the wall mount bracket.  

6. Drive ¼” x 1-1/4” Lag Screw through all pilot holes you drilled using a 7/16” Socket and Ratchet Driver.   
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1.15 INSTALLING DECK BOARD SUPPORT BEAMS 
1. Decide on which direction you would like the deck boards to run. Deck support beams run in a perpendicular direction to the 

deck boards. Support beams should be spaced, approximately, every 24” to support the deck boards. Using a pencil or 
marker, mark the center locations of each beam on the inside face of the floating 6x6s to which you will attach the beams. 
Repeat the same on the opposite sided floating 6x6.  

2. Attached Beam Support Brackets to inner walls of floating 6x6s using #6X1” SS wood screws.  

3. Repeat step 2 for opposite side. 
4. Place one beam (of appropriate length to span between the two floating 6x6s) inside each matching pair of Beam Support 

Brackets.   
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5. Secure the beams to brackets using #6 x 1” SS wood screws. Two screws on each side of the Beam Support Bracket are 
required.  

 

1.16 INSTALLING DECK BOARDS 
1. Plan and lay down your deck boards starting in the center of the pergola. Work outward from the center in both directions. 

Use the thick end of a wood shim as a spacer to leave an 1/8”-1/4” gap between each board row to allow for expansion.  
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2. When you approach the vertical post corners, create notches in the deck boards ends to fit around the corner post 
bracket and the gussets. The gussets are 1/8” thick. Make a cut the width of a carbide tipped circular saw blade to 
create a clearance slot for the corner gussets.   
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Once you have installed all deck boards, your Floating Cubic Pergola construction project is complete. Let us know 
how the construction project went for you. Was it easy to do? Did parts fit easily and properly? Do you like the 
quality of our products and design styles? Is your pergola structure sturdy and strong? Please go to 
RioOutdoors.com and provide us with your review. 
 

 
Thank you for being a RioOutdoors.com customer.   
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 WARRANTY POLICY STATEMENT 
RioOutdoors.com, extends this 1-Year Warranty to the original purchaser, automatically upon purchase from RioOutdoors.com. 
The items covered by this warranty and the period of such coverage is set forth in the table below. 

Some conditions apply (see below). 

The policy is not transferable, amendable, or negotiable under any circumstances. 

Part 1 year Labor 
Coverage  

Welded Steel Brackets  Not Included 

Painted Finishes  Not Included 

All hardware  Not Included 

2.1 CONDITIONS  
Warranty protects against defect in manufacture only, unless herein specified otherwise. 

Any part(s) found to be defective during the warranty period as outlined above will be repaired or replaced at RioOutdoors.com’s 
option provided that the defective part is returned, if requested by RioOutdoors.com. Alternatively, RioOutdoors.com may at its 
own discretion fully discharge all its obligations under the warranty by refunding the verified purchase price of the product to the 
original purchaser. 

RioOutdoors.com is not responsible for results or costs of workmanship of installers in the negligence of their construction work. 

At all times RioOutdoors.com reserves the right to inspect reported complaints on location in the field claimed to be defective 
prior to processing or authorizing of any claim. Failure to allow this upon request will void the warranty. 

All claims must be complete and provide full details as requested by RioOutdoors.com to receive consideration for evaluation. 
Incomplete claims may be rejected. 

All pergola brackets must be installed according to all manufacturers’ instructions as per the installation instruction manual by a 
RioOutdoors.com. 

All Local and National required codes must be met. 

Repair/replacement parts purchased by the consumer from RioOutdoors.com after the original coverage has expired will carry a 
90-day warranty, valid with a receipt only. Any item shown to be defective will be repaired or replaced at our discretion. No labor 
coverage is included with these parts. 

2.2 EXCLUSIONS  
This 1-Year Warranty does not extend to paint, rust, or corrosion of any kind due to corrosive chemicals (i.e., chlorine, salt, air, 
etc.), physical damage to painted surfaces during installation or later. 

Malfunction, damage, or performance-based issues of all components as a result of environmental conditions, location, chemical 
damages, downdrafts, installation error, installation by an unqualified installer, abuse, misuse, use of improper tools, acts of God, 
weather related problems from hurricanes, tornados, earthquakes, floods, lightning strikes/bolts or acts of terrorism or war, 
which result in damage are not covered under the terms of this 1-Year Warranty.   

RioOutdoors.com has no obligation to enhance or modify any part once manufactured (i.e., as products evolve, field 
modifications or upgrades will not be performed on existing pergolas). 

Any parts showing signs of abuse or misuse will not be covered under the terms of this warranty policy and may void this 
warranty. This includes parts with rusted or corroded surface or welds which have not been reported as rusted or corroded 
within three (3) months of installation/purchase. 
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Parts which show evidence of being used while damaged, or with problems known to the purchaser and causing further damages 
will void this warranty. 

Parts where the RioOutdoors.com logo has been altered, deleted, removed, or made illegible will void this warranty. 

Minor movement, expansion and contraction of the steel parts is normal and is not covered under the terms of this warranty. 

Freight damages for parts are not covered under the terms of the warranty. 

Products made or provided by other manufacturers and used in conjunction with the RioOutdoors.com parts without prior 
authorization from RioOutdoors.com may void this warranty. 

2.3 LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY 
The original purchaser’s exclusive remedy under this warranty, and RioOutdoors.com’s sole obligation under this warranty, 
express or implied, in contract or in tort, shall be limited to replacement, repair, or refund, as outlined above. IN NO EVENT WILL 
RioOutdoors.com BE LIABLE UNDER THIS WARRANTY FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR 
DAMAGES TO PROPERTY. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, RioOutdoors.com MAKES NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES 
OTHER THAN THE WARRANTY SPECIFIED HEREIN. THE DURATION OF ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY IS LIMITED TO DURATION OF THE 
EXPRESSED WARRANTY SPECIFIED ABOVE. IF IMPLIED WARRANTIES CANNOT BE DISCLAIMED, THEN SUCH WARRANTIES ARE 
LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY. 

Some U.S. states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts or allow exclusion or limitation of incidental or 
consequential damages, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. 

Customers located outside the U.S. should consult their local, provincial, or national legal codes for additional terms which may 
be applicable to this warranty. 

2.4 HOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY SERVICE  
Customers should contact RioOutdoors.com by email at info@RioOutdoors.com .  Please include a brief description of the 
problem and your address, email, and telephone contact information. A representative will contact you to make arrangements 
for warranty service. 

Warrantor: 

RioOutdoors.com 
United States 
 

Thank you for choosing RioOutdoors.com. 
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